Scrum & Agile 101

After completing this **1 day course** you will benefit from great insight and learnings into the world of *Scrum & Agile*.

There will be engaging course material, collaborative discussions and interactive exercises, lots of fun! If you are new to Agile & Scrum on any level from concept to cash you cannot afford to miss this course!!

- Welcome – Agile warm up exercise
- Self organizing teams
- What is Agile
- Waterfall vs Agile
- Agile Manifesto & Agile principles

- An intro to Agile frameworks (Scrum, Kanban & SAFe)
- Introducing Scrum
- Scrum – Deep Dive
- Scrum – Roles & Responsibilities
- Planning & Estimation
- Planning Poker

- Estimation exercises – do you get it?
- Execution, Inspection & Adaption
- Definition of Done – multiple levels
- Burndowns
- Backlogs
- Themes, Epics, Features, Stories
- Writing user stories with clear acceptance criteria
- Defining scope
- Release plan
- Agile Mini Project

*Who should attend:* Anybody wanting to hit the ground running with Scrum & Agile!

*Cost:* R4525 (inclusive)